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Predicting Requirement Change Propagation Using Higher Order Design Structure Matrices: An Industry Case Study

This research examines the use of a higher order Design Structure Matrices (DSM) as a requirements change modelling tool to predict requirement change propagation in an industry case study of two large scale design projects. The case studies presented in this paper explore the use of a requirements change to predict engineering change propagation. Most design projects tend to evolve as it is an iterative process and, as a result, requirements will do the same. Changes in requirements can propagate to several other requirements of different sections of the system which may further lead to increases in the project cost and lead time. Thus, it is essential to predict the change propagation due to requirements as it enables the designers to foresee unanticipated changes and maximizes the probability for the project’s success.

The studies revealed second order relationships, those relationships were intermediary requirements are needed to relate requirements, were influential in predicting requirement change propagation. Rarely was unforeseen propagation occurring in first order form, rather it was occurring in second order. Further, the studies revealed modelling requirements change can expose secondary relationships early in the engineering change definition process that could enhance the decision making process and, more specifically, augment the cost estimations. Designers and engineers are not able to intuitively predict changes in the second order form, especially for complex systems which may have hundreds or thousands of requirements. This introduces an interesting dynamic to propagating requirements that cannot be recognized by simple designer attentiveness to change; rather the use of change modelling tools is needed. A modelling tool, such as that proposed in this paper, can provide the designer insight as to the requirements which may be affected before approving an engineering change.
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1. Need for managing requirement change

Requirements play a critical role within any design process [1,2,3,4,5] as they are one of the initial documents needed in the design process and are maintained throughout the process to ensure project completeness. Requirements define what stakeholders such as users, customers, suppliers, developers, and manufacturers need and how each is satisfied [5]. Thus, one of the initial steps in the design process is to correctly identify and specify the system’s requirements because their use and proper maintenance is crucial to the success and efficiency to any design project [6].

Most design projects tend to evolve as it is an iterative process and, as a result, requirements will do the same [7,8,9]. This evolution includes a change in the requirement’s structure, abstraction, and quantity over time as a design project progresses from its conceptual to detailed stages. This requirement change is expected to occur within any stage of the product life cycle and may cause undesired uncertainty and complexity within the design process [10]. Requirements change may result in the underlying design targets to diminish or, in some instances may cause project failure [7,11]. Many of the costs involved with managing requirements are a result of change that occurs and the lack of preparation for such change earlier. It has been recognized that requirement change and its management can be expensive and time consuming [12,13]. The greatest proportion affecting requirement costs can be traced to requirement change management [14,13].

Changes in requirements can propagate to several other requirements of different components, subsystems, or sections of the system which may further lead to increases in the project cost and lead time. Thus, it is essential to predict the change propagation due to requirements as it enables the designers to foresee unanticipated changes and maximizes the probability for the project’s success. Hence, this study
examines the use of the Design Structure Matrices (DSM) as a requirements change modelling tool to predict requirement change propagation in an industry case study of two large scale design projects.

This study will also explore different types of requirement relationships in developing a DSM and each requirement relationship will be evaluated for its ability to propagate requirements. In performing this study, the following research questions are addressed:

(1) Can a higher order DSM be used to predict change propagation due to requirement change?

(2) How do different types of requirement relationships affect the ability to propagate requirement change?

In addressing these questions, two industry projects examining requirement change will be presented where a case study research method is used in addressing these research questions. This is performed through a retrospective analysis of two design projects in an industrial corporation. The objectives of this study align closer with those of case study analysis than user studies in which patterns are sought that might be suggestive and foundations for subsequent experimental studies [15,16,17].

2. Requirements research

The Rational Unified Process defines a requirement as “a condition or capability to which a system must conform; either derived directly from user needs, or stated in a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed document” [18]. The end goal of requirements elicitation is statements which identify critical attributes, characteristics, capabilities, or functions of the design [19]. This is used within the design process as a guide for specifying what the system must accomplish.
Requirements play an important role as they are the fundamental information required throughout the design process [1,2,3,4,5]. It is widely accepted that requirements development is an integral part of the design process as they often are necessary inputs to different design tools and methods, such as QFD, pair wise comparison, and decision matrix. A requirement list not only reflects the initial position but, since it is continually reviewed, serves as an up to date working document of the design process [1]. As a result, ensuring the requirements elicited are correct, complete, and properly managed is instrumental to any design process.

2.1. Requirements change

Design is a complex and dynamic process [20,21,22,23]. A requirement document is not fixed with respect to the data it contains and is used by multiple individuals over the span of a project. Research within the field of requirement change assists in understanding how requirements and their change shape the design process [24]. Throughout the design process, it has been shown that more than half of a system’s requirements will change before completion [25,26]. This is partially due to the inaccuracies subjected to requirements during their elicitation, interpretation, and management [27].

Depending on the type of project at hand, requirements may change internal or external to a project [10,28,29]. For example, an internal requirement change may occur when a subsystem requires greater packaging space and results in a design change, which subsequently leads to a change in requirements. An external change may occur when government regulations change on a vehicle safety standard. Changes may be initiated by an engineering redesign, the customer’s ever changing needs, competition, or the need for internal improvement [30,31]. Additionally, changes in the
understanding of the problem or internal effects such as budget considerations can also cause requirement changes [32].

Requirement changes also introduce negative consequences such as increased complexity [33,34], potential data loss [35], and cost and time wasted [27]. A designer could save time and money if it were possible to make a quick, yet accurate, assessment about the overall effects of a design or requirement change before making a commitment to implementing the change [36]. The result of requirement changes introduces many challenges that become barriers for successfully completing a design project that accurately meets the needs of the client. Thus, a need for a requirements management tool to mitigating the negative consequences of requirement change propagation is needed [13,37].

While the occurrence of requirement change has been recognized, the managing and modelling of this change has not been thoroughly researched [7,38,39]. Great difficulty is involved with managing requirements change, specifically with how this change can be modelled. This is due to their evolving and dynamic nature and the many characteristics that could be modelled, including change type, requirement relationship, and impact of change.

2.2. Requirement change propagation in design

Change propagation is a process in which a change to one element of a design results in additional changes either within or different parts of the design when otherwise this change would not have been required [40,28]. In many instances, the change initiator is not aware of the propagation consequence of the change [22]. Change propagation research stems from studies performed in change management, engineering design, product development, complexity, graph theory, and design for flexibility [41,42]; however, none target the use of requirements as a means for managing change.
Relevant methods for predicting change propagation in design have appeared, primarily in the field of software engineering [43,44]. These methods decompose a program into pieces that are then linked in a propagation graph. Within mechanical design, these pieces might be subsystems or specific components. However, this method of breaking down a system is not detailed as one component or “piece” may consist of dozens or hundreds of requirements. Nonetheless, the technique of decomposing a system down into pieces aims to highlight where subsequent, immediate changes might be necessary, presupposing that the subsystems are generally independent. In software redesign programming variables are relied upon to indicate changes. They are not appropriate for mechanical design where the parametric links between parts may be less explicit or the prediction of change involves more than one step [10]. Furthermore, predicting change in complex systems such as automobiles is difficult as the consequences of change are often hard to predict, especially when device subsystems cross boundaries [36].

Requirement changes are one of the reasons for engineering changes (ECs) where ECs are defined in multiple ways by different researchers. However, in this research the following definition is used [45]: “An engineering change is an alteration made to parts, from embodiment design stage to production stage of the product life cycle, in its form or fit or function, drawing or software that has already been released. The change can be of any size or type, can involve any number of people, and can take any length of time.” These changes occur when companies request changes to products, documents, components, manufactured or purchased parts, processes, or even supplies [46]. Hence, research related to engineering change has been reviewed for different change propagation models. The majority of the work performed in engineering change has been to define and characterize engineering change propagation [40].
2.2.1. **IBM DOORS**

Though few, there are possible approaches for monitoring requirements change. IBM Rational DOORS is a Requirements Management tool that allows users to input different sets of requirements within its database [47]. Data is stored in Rational DOORS through modules, which list a specific requirement list. For larger projects, it is beneficial to have multiple modules to accommodate all the requirements needed such as architectural, system, and user requirements, so that they may be appropriately classified. Rational DOORS is able to develop relationships between requirements, however it has some shortcomings in its inability to differentiate requirement relationship types. For instance, two requirements may possess a function to function relationship, both serving the same function such as converting energy, while another two requirements may have a component to competent relationship, both relating to a specific component. Within Rational DOORS this is noted as a requirement relationship. No type or weighting or relationship exists, an aspect this paper has recognized the need for.

2.2.2. **Change FAorable Representation (C-FAR)**

Another change propagation tool is the Change FAorable Representation (C-FAR), a new and different methodology of representing design information so that changes can be dynamically anticipated and evaluated [48]. Fundamentally, C-FAR uses attributes, elements and relationships as the foundation for its model. It uses a schema that defines the main entities, relations that describe the connectivity between entities; and attributes, which describe the entities [48,10].

C-FAR is effective in computationally measuring the affect of one attribute to another using its matrix relationship. However, C-FAR uses an existing product
information model to facilitate change representation, propagation, and qualitative evaluation. Unfortunately, product information may not always be available during the design process. Requirements, however, are an initial document generated and will always be available. While it may constantly change, its existence is nonetheless evident.

2.2.3. Higher order DSMs

Change propagation has been predicted using a Design Structure Matrix (DSM) in complex systems termed change prediction model (CPM) [28]. CPM uses the probability of change in a subsystem area on others as elicited by experienced engineers. Although this model is capable of predicting the likelihood of changes in other subsystem areas, it is not to the resolution of engineering requirements, as it investigates specific subsystem areas, whereas requirements may be able to identify the specific features of the component. Therefore, a more systematic approach from the requirements paradigm is sought for which higher order DSMs are explored for its ability to predict change propagation through requirements.

This work was motivated by Delta DSMs by Giffin [28] which illustrates how the actual changes differed from the baseline DSM developed. This paper makes use of DSMs differently as a DSM is used here by viewing how change in one element of a DSM can propagate throughout a system. This propagation is illustrated through a higher order DSM. DSMs have been used to model change propagation before [49,50,51,45,52], however it has yet to be performed formally through the use of requirements. The advantage of using requirements is it does not depend on component architecture, allowing designers to use it early in the conceptual design phase.
2.3. Modelling change through higher order DSMs

One of the few tools available to model change is a higher order DSM, derived from a Design Structure Matrix (DSM). A DSM is used to develop relationships between subsystems, components, or requirements [53,54,55]. In the case of this study, where requirements are related, the DSM functions by listing the requirements on both axis and highlighting all cells where the requirement on a row is related to a requirement on a column. DSM can assist the designer by providing them with a means for modelling, visualizing, and clustering relationships between design elements, such as requirements. DSMs provide a tool for identifying the parts of a product or design and the parametric relationships between them [56,57]. DSMs used in the study presented in this paper are shown in Figure 6, Figure 8, and Figure 9. Each cell in the matrix may contain a numerical or binary representation of the link between one in a row to another column heading [10]. A DSM may not necessarily be symmetric based on the directionality of the relationships. For instance, requirement A may influence requirement B, but not vice versa, causing asymmetry. In the DSMs presented in this paper, a cell highlighted in green indicates a relationship exists between requirements.

A DSM here can be considered as a zeroth order DSM as it serves as a baseline matrix. In order to create a map of how changes affected the system, a higher order is created. A higher order DSM may be that of a first, second, or third order depending on the complexity, population, and coupling of the requirements. An example of a higher order DSM is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. While a higher order DSM is capable of propagating requirement changes, its current limitation is it cannot predict the addition of a requirement. The inability to predict requirement additions is due to the lack of relationship with a requirement that has yet to exist. For example, a requirement regulating the use of an electric motor may change to adapt an internal combustion
engine instead. This propagation may lead to subsequent changes; however, the addition of a requirement to sanction exhaust emissions cannot be predicted. A higher order DSM may be interpreted in multiple manners as the propagation modelled may be in multiple orders. The example shown in the following section illustrated how relationships are identified through multiple orders.

2.4. Example of modelling change through a higher Order DSM

First order relationships are those which a requirement is directly related to another requirement. These are highly dependent on how relations are formed. For example, a requirement may be related to another requirement because they deal with the same component, or they share a similar function. As seen in Figure 1, a DSM is used to represent the relations between five requirements, A through E. All cells highlight in green indicate a relationship between requirements, such as that between C and E. The original DSM may be considered a zeroth order relationship matrix. If a change is made to requirement E, all immediate relations are highlighted in red, as seen in Figure 2. These relationships are terms first order relationships because of their direct relation with the requirement changed. As seen, requirement E has one first order relation, being with requirement C. Second order relations are those illustrated in Figure 3 where due to the potential propagation to requirement C, all requirements related to requirement C are highlighted. This indicates that requirement D is second order related to the requirement E, where requirement C acts as the mediator. All the higher order DSMs used in this paper will use red and yellow to indicate first and second order relationships respectively.
3. Industry case study catalyst

This study examines the potential to predict requirement change propagation through
the use of a higher order DSM in two industry design projects. Initially, a case study of their data management system was performed to view how requirements are managed within their system and design process [35]. The corporation provided the authors full access to their design data, which included requirements and engineering changes. The results indicated that requirements were neglected and not properly used, validated, and reviewed. Specifically, requirements were provided by a client and never examined after project initiation. A subsequent case study project, motivated by these findings, was performed to analyze requirements propagation in an effort to predict engineering change [27]. The results of this second historical case study indicated engineering change may be predicted through use of requirements change.

The engineering corporation used in the study is located in Greenville, South Carolina. It is a 60,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility developing automation solutions. The life cycle of the products they manufacture range from 10 to 20 years. The corporation performs its own fabrication and assembly with non-automated manufacturing systems, employing over 60 associates including engineers, project managers and business managers. The number of associates involved and their role will vary depending on the size and scope of the project. On average, fifteen associates will be involved with a project with each associates working on multiple projects in parallel.

All data pertaining to engineering change was localized within engineering change notifications (ECNs) forms documented by the corporation. There is external information located in emails between the client and corporation where discussion of the change takes place. When a change is initialized, the corporation collects this information from the client and summarizes it in an ECN. This ECN form is exchanged and negotiated with the client until a final change is approved by both parties. The changes which took place in this study were all initiated by the customer, as the
customer required a specific change and requested the cost and time delays associated with the change.

Changes in requirements can provide an indication of change propagation. In order to study change propagation, the documents which pertain to engineering change are sought. The key document within the corporation files pertaining to engineering change are the ECNs. The specific detail that is analyzed within ECN is the cause of each change. The ECN form will be detailed to describe the information it contains and its relevance to this research after a brief description of the engineering change (EC) process within the corporation.

A change is initiated when a manager within the corporation or the client identifies a change required in the system. For example, the client may wish for their manufacturing equipment to carry more pallets on its line. The change starts through an exchange of conversation between the corporation and the client. At this time, an ECN form (Figure 4) is documented which details the change information and all related monetary and time delays. If this is approved by the client, a permanent design is developed to address the change in the final design of the system. The ECNs must be documented by the project or operations manager of the project who is also responsible for contacting the client to ensure ECN completeness and approval. The initiator of the ECN is the only associate allowed to make any further changes to it before approval. ECNs are stored within the data system of the corporation where they are accessible to all associates for viewing.
The ECN form contains pertinent information such as the initiation date of the ECN, the change originator (client or customer), the specific project, a unique ECN tracking number, the condition or reason for change, and a status of approval or rejection. In many instances it was found that a “change in customer requirements” was the condition or reason for change. However, the specific requirement changed is not specified. An ECN does not require approval to be documented as many ECNs are initiated but never implemented. A textual description of the change explains the specifics of the change and what must be done to satisfy the ECN so it may be addressed by the engineers. The “Impact on Engineering” section highlights the delays and expenses that will result from this ECN. Delays may result from additional time needed to complete or revise the affected subsystem or the addition of a new component. In addition to delays, anticipated engineering expenses incurred may include addition costs from changes in manufacturing, assembling, clerical, or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date:</th>
<th>January 16, 2008</th>
<th>ECN#:</th>
<th>Toho 00705 Line 3 Creel-01 Rev. 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer:</td>
<td>Toho Tenax</td>
<td>Customer PO #:</td>
<td>P42730-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project:</td>
<td>Line 3 Conversion Creel Only</td>
<td>Approved [ ]</td>
<td>Rejected [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Signature:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Notice Originated by:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steve Lancaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition or Reason which Resulted in the Change:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Change in customer requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Initiating Change:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Brief Description of Change or Deviation from Scope:**
Replacement of manual tooling for opening and closing of core locks with automated air locks. Includes independent control of 5 lower spindles.

**Estimated Impact on Engineering**

- **Schedule Delay:** none
- **Explanation and breakdown:**

**Additional Engineering Expense**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Explanation and breakdown</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10,200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td></td>
<td>$600.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Equipment/Installation Expense**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Explanation and breakdown</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabrication</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7,600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12,637.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Cost of this Change:** $34,437
programming. A similar category is the equipment and installation expenses which details additional expenses such as material or fabrication. Each ECN indicates a total cost for the requested change. This cost of change is based on the requested change and what the engineers anticipate will change to other components or subsystems as a result. When the corporation completes this form, it is sent to the client so it may be approved before any changes can be implemented. By approving, the client is willing to absorb the delays and pay additional expenses due to the change. All ECNs were categorized as “pending changes” for those changes awaiting approval and “approved changes” for those changes approved by the client and automation corporation.

The ECN is analyzed to identify which requirements this change affects. This required viewing the client requirements and identifying where a requirement may be influenced by this type of engineering change. The author of the paper familiarized himself with the requirements as to correlate each ECN to a requirement or set of requirements. The requirements are written in a hierarchical format making the identification of relevant requirements convenient. For example, a change relating to wiring would be located within the electrical controls grouping of the requirements document; however this was not the case for all ECNs. After completing an initial DSM, illustrating the relationships between all requirements, a higher order DSM is created for each of the affected requirements. This is performed to view if subsequent ECNs can be predicted through the requirement propagation indicated in the higher order DSMs.

A typical change propagation that occurred at the corporation is illustrated in Figure 5 along with the proposed method to predict change propagation. Currently there were instances where change propagation did occur unnoticed and an ECN is implemented at a later time. In the proposed method, the higher order DSMs are used to
predict the subsequent changes that may occur. It is important to note that not all ECNs are due to propagation, some may come in the form of a change independent of any prior changes [45,58].

![Diagram of Proposed ECN Prediction Method]

Figure 5: Proposed ECN Prediction Method

If the ECN results in a change in requirements, these requirements are processed through the change model. This model includes propagating the requirements using a higher order DSM for each affected requirement to predict subsequent changes. From this higher order DSM the potential requirement(s) which may change as a result of an initial requirement change is identified. As this study is of a historical nature, subsequent ECNs are analyzed to view if they have affected requirements which were predicted by the higher order DSM.

The DSM relationship categorized between requirements is of great significance in predicting the propagation of requirements. The initial study used requirements relationships based on their syntactical subject, or in most cases, their component. A syntactical relationship is initially explored as it could be easily automated in future applications. An example of this automation through linguistic analysis of requirements is developed by Lamar and colleagues [59,60] which automations the extraction of a subject from a requirement. The requirement relationships used in the second study presented in this paper make use of keywords.
The scope of this study is that of contractual engineering firms. This study does not explore requirements propagation in innovative product development or design firms. Rather, the requirements documents used here are well defined and specific. An assumption made here is that all requirement changes can be propagated.

4. Subject based case study

The project duration of the initial study spanned approximately fifteen month and included fifteen managers, engineers, and business associates [27]. The engineers were responsible for working on a specific subsystem of the product. The project client provided the corporation a contract incorporating 160 requirements. A DSM was developed for the requirements based on their subject or component/system relationship. A small segment of the DSM is shown in Figure 6. The requirements are listed in both columns and rows. In this DSM, the relationships are bidirectional which creates a symmetric DSM because of the shared subject between related requirements.

Figure 6: Small Segment of DSM for Subject Based Study

Three approved ECNs were recorded within the system, though only two are analyzed due to missing information within one. The changes did not specifically state a requirement change; rather they requested a change in the design of component, subsystem or a specific design approach. Thus, each ECN was analyzed to extract affected requirements to create a higher order DSM. From this model, the requirements that were potentially affected by the changed requirements are illustrated through the
relationships. For example, in Figure 6, if requirement 8.5.2 is changed, then requirement 8.5.1 may be affected as they are directly related, causing a first order relationship.

Following this approach, ECN-03, filed on 2008.10.02 specified the need to “fabricate additional combs” which is associated with requirements 9.3.9 and 9.3.10. The affected requirements stated:

9.3.9: A Yarn Comb for (22) ends shall be provided for each layer of bobbins.
9.3.10: A Yarn Comb for (220) ends shall be provided for each of the two (2) PAN sheets.

The combined results of requirements 9.3.9 and 9.3.10 higher order DSMs revealed there were 14 first order requirement relations through 27 relations. In the second order, there were 43 requirement relations through 247 relations. Based on these propagation results, first and second order relationships propagated to 9% and 24% of the total system requirements, respectively. This meant at the second order, the changes to the requirements affected in ECN-03 could propagate to 24% of the requirements document.

ECN-04, approved 2008.11.07, specified the need to “install and fabricate mounting brackets for the combs.” ECN-04 is analyzed for its affected requirements and whether these requirements were related to the requirements affected in ECN-03. In interviewing the engineers, the mounting of the combs was not considered at the time of the change in the number of combs (ECN-03). The higher order DSM developed for the requirements affected in ECN-03 (requirements 9.3.9 and 9.3.10) and the requirements related to the mounting of the combs are found to be related through a second order relation. In the interviews, the engineers retrospectively agreed that the need for mounting brackets was difficult to foresee during ECN-03. This was supported by the lack of a first order relation between the combs and mounting bracket.
Moreover, the engineers agreed that the capability to expose these secondary relationships early in the ECN definition process could enhance the decision making process and, more specifically, augment the cost estimations. Through use of a modelling tool such as the higher order DSM, this change could have been properly addressed during the initial change.

5. Keyword based requirement change study

While the initial study demonstrated that a subject relationship between requirements could predict requirements that might be affected by the changes, the returned subset of potential requirements affected was approximately a quarter of all requirements. Thus, a refinement of the relationship types between requirements is explored in a second, larger scope case study. This project included 214 total requirements, approximately a third more than that of the subject based study. A list of ECNs were collected and used to identify associated, affected requirements. Similar to the subject based study, the ECNs simply stated “change in customer requirements” without specifically stating which requirement or set of requirements changed. It should be noted that after communicating the results of the initial study, the corporation has started to incorporate explicit identification of affected requirements in their new ECNs. To propagate the requirement change, a different type of relationship was developed in this study based on keywords. This provided a different perspective on the requirement relationships and the ability to propagate changes.

5.1. Selection of Keywords and Requirement Relationships

Keywords were selected by reviewing and interpreting the semantics of the requirements rather than simply the syntactical information. This was performed by studying the requirements document and understanding how each requirement
specifically affected the system design. This required the authors review the requirements document three times before keywords could be elicited. After which the document was reviewed again and each requirement was tagged with five keywords which the author felt were relevant to the requirement and the overall system. While the selection of keywords is subjective, a set of common words were identified after investigating the requirements. However, some requirements consisted of keywords that resulted in minimal relationships. While out of scope of this paper, it is hypothesized that a controlled vocabulary may be developed for each project with a large intersecting portion of the vocabulary spanning multiple projects. To illustrate the keyword elicitation, consider the following requirement:

2.1.12: Vibration dampening level pads will be provided with a +/- 2-inch height adjustment capability. This requirements states all vibration dampening pads must be able to provide specific adjustability. The keywords driving this requirement are: vibration, level pads, dampening, height, and adjustment. These keywords were selected because any system which experienced vibration could require dampening pads and this requirement affects such systems. Further, level pads were selected as any changes which may occur to the pads themselves may affect this requirement. For example, level pads may be purchased which are not able to provide the targeted height adjustment. Dampening was selected as a keyword addressing the working principle of the level pads as there may be other dampening mechanism which relate to this due to their shared objectives. Height is selected as a keyword because of its overall dimensional affects on the system. Adjustment is selected as a keyword because it was important this system afford adjustability to satisfy the requirement.

Each requirement was tagged with five keywords. This number of keywords was arbitrarily selected as a relatively high number of keywords. A total 1070 keywords
(407 unique) were elicited from the requirements. Investigation of the keywords and their propagation sensitivity revealed that the minimum number of keywords needed to propagate to the appropriate requirements was three. This was performed to prohibit the saturation of relationships due to superfluous keyword relationships. As seen in Figure 7, in the number of keywords increased beyond three, there were minimal returns in terms of the number of relationships. A fourth keyword would increase the number of relationships by approximately 4% while a fifth keyword would increase 6% over that of three keywords.

![Figure 7: Percentage Number of Relations per Keyword w.r.t. Three Keywords](image)

In developing relationships, requirement keywords were compared against the text of other requirements to identify if the text included those keywords. A requirement may only be related to another requirement if at least one its keywords exist within the text of the related requirement. For instance, requirement A is related to requirement B if any of the three keywords of requirement A were found in the text of requirement B. In this manner, the relationships are not bidirectional and the resulting DSM is asymmetric. For instance, the following requirements may have the keywords:
2.2.1: Tooling or fixtures switched during change over shall attach to a sub-plate in accordance with “single minute exchange die” (SMED) design philosophies.

**Keywords: Tooling, Fixtures, Change over**

2.9.14: Fragile Parts (Sensors, plastic parts, plastic gears etc.) or parts touching fragile parts (e.g. gear to gear assembly) must be assembled with tooling incorporating force control (and/or spring loaded mechanisms) to prevent part damage during the assembly.

**Keywords: Fragile, Touching, Force Control**

These keywords cause a relationship from requirement 2.2.1 to 2.9.14 because requirement 2.9.14 has the word “tooling” within its requirement text. However, this relationship is not bidirectional as none of the keywords belonging to requirement 2.9.14 are located within the text of requirement 2.2.1.

5.2. Development of DSM

The DSM (Figure 8) was developed based on keyword based requirement relationships, where requirements may be related if there is a keyword match. An extract from the complete DSM is illustrated in Figure 9. It should be noted that the strength of the relationship is not addressed here as the relationship is simply binary; existing or not. While it may be noted that multiple keyword matches would suggest a stronger relationship, this is reserved for future investigation. Unlike the subject based study, this DSM is asymmetric.

Figure 8: DSM for Keyword Based Study
The DSM modelled 2,839 relationships between the 214 requirements. On average, each requirement had 13.3 relations with one requirement relating to 51 other requirements and other requirements being completely independent with zero relations.

**5.3. ECNs for keyword based study**

Each ECN requirement(s) was analyzed for its propagation on subsequent ECN requirements. For instance, ECN-01 was analyzed such that any propagation that may have resulted can be viewed and used to assist in propagating the subsequent requirements from ECN-07 and ECN-11. The ECNs were sorted based on their documentation date and their status. All the implemented ECNs, noted as “approved” were analyzed. A total of 16 ECNs are documented, of which six are approved. It is not documented why the remaining 10 were not approved and therefore they were not addressed in this study. However, it is important to note that the rejection was not due to change propagation. As before, directly changed requirements were extracted from each ECN. The date the change was initiated is also documented to track the initiation of the change. The reason for change in all cases was noted as a “change in customer requirements,” however, once again, it is not explicitly stated which specific requirements were affected. A description of the change is detailed so this may be understood by those involved with the project. An expense is documented so the client understands the cost of the change before approval.
Of the six approved ECNs, only three ECNs were analyzed for the requirements they affected. This is due to the available information documented in the ECN to assist in identifying the changed requirement. While interviews may help expose the missing information, not all engineers associated with this project are still employed within the corporation. As such, these ECNs with insufficient documentation are removed from the study. Ultimately, ECN-01, ECN-07, and ECN-11 are studied to determine the predictability of requirement change based on the keyword built DSM. Identifying the affected, or changed, requirements was performed by viewing the initial set of requirements to identify which requirement dealt with the change noted in the ECN. For example, ECN-01 states “EGR attach station - Eliminated of 2 screw driver and torque arm”. This requirement affected all requirements which deal with the EGR station. Further, any requirement pertaining to screw drivers and torque arms could also be considered as affected requirements. The affected requirements are noted and used in developing a higher order DSM. A list of the affected requirements for the three ECNs investigated is seen in Table 1. As seen in the table, some ECNs affected multiple requirements.

Table 1: Changed Requirements of Approved ECNs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved ECNs</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Requirements Affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECN-01</td>
<td>10-Jun-08</td>
<td>2.5.8 - 2.2.3 - 2.1.2 - 2.9.2 - 2.13.3 - 2.1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECN-06</td>
<td>2-Sep-08</td>
<td>Insufficient Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECN-07</td>
<td>15-Aug-08</td>
<td>2.1.14 - 2.2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECN-11</td>
<td>2-Sep-08</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECN-14</td>
<td>2-Sep-08</td>
<td>Insufficient Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECN-15</td>
<td>23-Jan-09</td>
<td>Insufficient Documentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A higher order DSM, allowing the user to view the changes that propagate through the requirements based on keyword relations, was created for each of the requirements affected by an ECN. A total of eight higher order DSMs are developed to model the requirements affected from ECN-01 and ECN-07. A higher order DSM is not developed for the requirements affected in ECN-11 as it is the last ECN in the study.
and is not useful for predicting subsequent change. An example of one of the higher order DSMs populated is shown in Figure 10 and an extracted portion shown in Figure 11. This higher order DSM uses the requirement relationship in the original DSM to propagate the requirement changes. Using this change propagation, the requirements changed in subsequent ECNs will be analyzed to view if their propagation could have been predicted using this relationship and tool. All cells shaded in red indicate are first order propagation, while those shaded in yellow indicate a second order.

Figure 10: Example higher order DSM for Keyword Based Study

Figure 11: Extract of higher order DSM for Keyword Based Study

All three requirements, from both ECN-07 and ECN-11, could be predicted in this study as ECN-01 was the first change and this change could not have been predicted by a previous ECN. The ECNs analyzed were ECN-07 which comprised of changes to requirement 2.1.14 and 2.2.6 followed by ECN-11 which comprised of changes to requirement 2.7.
5.4. Requirement change propagation analysis

To highlight high potential requirements, those requirements possessing a great number of relationships, a ranking is defined for all relationships. This describes the relationship ranking compared to the remaining 213 requirements. This was noted as some requirements, due to their populous relationships, exaggerated the number of first and second order relationships it had with the requirements of interest. The ranking gives insight as to the strength of relationship, based on the number of relationships, compared to the other requirements.

As seen from the propagation results in

Table 2, many requirements shared a great number of relationships with the requirements affected by ECN-07 (requirement 2.1.14 and 2.2.6). The results indicated a relationship did exist as each of ECN-07’s affected requirements could have been predicted through a previous ECN’s affected requirement. The total number of relationships for each of the previous ECNs is shown in the first primary column of Table 2 and Table 3.

The first order relationship pathways are all first order path that a requirement has with related requirements. Since first order relations are a single pathway, each path is to an individual requirement. For instance, requirement 2.5.8 had 31 first order relations through 31 separate pathways. Second order pathways are those possible pathways of connection to second order relations. A requirement may be related to another requirement in the second order through multiple mediating requirements, increasing the number of second order relationship paths. For example, requirement 2.9.2 had 487 second order relationship pathways, of which 20 were to requirement 2.1.14, meaning there are twenty requirements which have a relation to both requirement 2.9.2 and 2.1.14. For this reason, a requirement may have more second order relations than there are number of total requirements.
5.4.1. ECN-07 – requirement 2.1.14

ECN-07’s requirement 2.1.14 encompassed thirteen second order relationships with requirement 2.2.3, a requirement affected during ECN-01. Interestingly, ECN-07 encompassed a first order and twenty second order relationships with requirement 2.9.2. There exist no ranking for first order relations as this is binary and this relationship ranked 13th amongst all second order relationships for requirement 2.9.2. Examining ECN-07, it could be inferred the change of requirement 2.9.2 during ECN-01 influenced and propagated the change of requirement 2.1.14. Requirement 2.9.2 states:

*Transport pallets shall be used to transport the product. Pallets will not be used as fixtures for critical operations. Client must approval deviations from this specification. If pallets are used as fixtures then each measurement must have a capability (Cpk) > 1.33. The measurement report has to be provided to client.*

It is important that this requirement was highlighted through the propagation as an immediate conflict is recognized. ECN-01 states “removed pallets and pallet return conveyor and replaced with fixed tooling nests.” While the requirement states “pallets will not be used as fixtures,” this change specifically states to place a fixed tooling nest on a pallet return conveyor while the requirement stated this should not occur.

Nonetheless, reviewing the requirement affected in ECN-07, requirement 2.1.14 states:

*The entire base plate where tooling and fixtures are mounted must be completely removable for each process in such a manner that a new base plate with new tooling can be interchanged.*

Again, it is seen that this requirement states that tooling and fixtures which are mounted must be completely removable. This is in direct conflict with ECN-01 as it called for the addition of a fixed tooling nest. This change was imminent as it directly conflicted with requirement 2.1.14. This was recognized by the higher order DSM as a critical requirement.
Table 2: ECN-07 Propagation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Relationship Pathways</th>
<th>Relationships with ECN-07 Requirement 2.1.14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECN-01</td>
<td>1st Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5.8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9.2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.13.3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.14</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Relationships Pathways</th>
<th>Relationships with ECN-07 Requirement 2.2.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECN-01</td>
<td>1st Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5.8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9.2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.13.3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.14</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.2. ECN-07 – requirement 2.2.6

The second ECN-07 affected requirement, requirement 2.2.6 states:

Supplier will design equipment for fast change over time (5 minutes or less total line change overtime) using quick change out tooling and fixtures.

It could be inferred requirement 2.9.2 or 2.1.2 propagated to requirement 2.2.6 because of the number of first and second order relationships and their ranking. This requirement again relates to the design of tooling and fixtures, a set of components which changed during ECN-01. The second requirement from ECN-01 which shared high relation with requirement 2.2.6 was requirement 2.1.2. Requirement 2.1.2 states:

Tooling or fixtures switched during change over shall attach to a sub-plate in accordance with “single minute exchange die” (SMED) design philosophies

Attaching a sub-plate to a fixture may have influenced the ability for the fast change over time stated in requirement 2.2.6. As ECN-01 influenced requirement 2.9.2
and 2.1.2, both of which address the use of fixtures and their attachment, the higher
order DSM could have assisted in predicting an influence such change would have had
on requirement 2.2.6 which relates to the change out of tooling and fixtures.

5.4.3. ECN-11 – requirement 2.7

Finally, ECN-11 is examined with the results illustrated in Table 3. Reviewing the final
change, ECN-11 affected requirement 2.7 which pertains to station lights, stating:

Status lighting at every station must be mounted for good visibility (Top
down: Red-Yellow-Green). Module Status Indicator lighting will be as
follows:

- Green Light (Solid): No Faults present on Module
- Green (Flashing): Quality Check is switched off
- Yellow (Solid): Manual Mode – Not in automatic
- Yellow (Flashing): Parts Bin out of parts
- Red and Yellow (Flashing): Station out of parts
- Red (Solid): Station is faulted
- Red (Flashing): Station Stopped - Part failed caused by % counter of
  faults
- Green and Yellow and Red (Solid): Station is deactivated
- Green (solid) Yellow (flashing): no faults, cycle time above limit

In this ECN, requirement 2.7 was selected as the affected requirement because
of its significance to the lighting over each station. This was important because ECN-
11 states to make a change in which lights will be stacked at each station. This change
was incorporated into the higher order DSM for analysis and it was found that the
subsequent requirement change with the greatest influence was requirement 2.5.8, as
seen in Table 3. Requirement 2.5.8 had a first order relation with requirement 2.7 and
also had 28 second order relationships, more than any other requirement. Further,
requirement 2.13.3 was also highly related to requirement 2.7 through second order
relationships with 23 relationships. This is a potential indicator that the change to
requirement 2.5.8 and 2.13.3 propagated to requirement 2.7. Requirements 2.5.8 and
2.13.3 respectively state:

Individual Module and/or system operations can be PLC controlled as
long as the data transfer, collection, and management is PC based and
does not slow down the speed of the system.
If no part tracking (i.e. Pallet RF tag, etc) is used or if the last station (packaging) includes a process (e.g. screw driving) then process failures will require an operator intervention (e.g. a reset, password, or key switch) before the failed part can be removed from the station. The operator or equipment will remove non-conforming product at the point of failure to a lock box or equivalent quality device. The equipment must confirm the placement of the non-confirming material in the lock box before restarting. Furthermore the control has to count each failure in order to validate the number of bad parts in the box and the number of occurred failures. The lock box will have ergonomic access such as a chute or gravity conveyor. No part damage is allowed and has to be considered for the design of the conveyor (opportunity for potential rework). For End Of Line Testing stations only automated bad part handling is allowed.

Initially examining those requirements directly, one does not immediately identify a relationship with the status lighting stations. Unlike the previous examples where the relationship was apparent, the strength of using a change modelling tool is realized in situations such as this. Further, it is difficult to consider this relationship as coincidental because of the high number of relationships and ranking of relationships between requirements 2.5.8 and 2.13.3 to their potential propagated requirement 2.7.

Table 3: ECN-11 Propagation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Relationships Pathways</th>
<th>Relationships with ECN-11 Requirement 2.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECN-01</td>
<td>1st Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5.8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9.2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.13.3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.14</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECN-07</td>
<td>2.2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In subsequent review with the automation corporation, they recognize that there is perhaps a relation between these requirements, but readily admit that this relation is not apparent. For this reason, the corporation is considering adoption of the modelling
strategy to help guide the engineers during the ECN proposal process so that accurate costs can be comprehensively predicted.

6. Discussion

Two studies were presented in this paper, both presenting a requirement change propagation tool exploring different types of requirement relationships. The first relationship technique made use of a syntactical subject based relationship. This resulted in a symmetric DSM and gave general insight as to the propagation of requirement and their use in predicting engineering change through requirement propagation. The first study indicated that change most often goes unnoticed during second order propagation. A subsequent study was performed to explore different types of requirement relationships, through keywords, that may affect the propagation of requirements and their ability to predict engineering change. The study was able to confirm that the propagation of requirements can be used to predict future EC requests. Using a requirements change modelling tool could have given the designers and engineers an indication of the potential propagation due to the initial requirement change. The use of a tool in this instance could have saved time lost between ECNs; prevented inaccurate estimation of change cost, and reduced the risk due to the uncertainty involved in approving changes.

It was found that second order relationships appear to be the key to predicting subsequent change requests to the requirements. Second order relationships are of great interest because most designers and engineers cannot predict the propagation of changes to such length. In interviews with the engineers, the first order subject based relationships were recognized as generally easy to predict. For example, if a change is made to the spindle on the machine, the machine spindle may affect the bearing holding the spindle. However, a second order relation arises when the bearing, in turn, has an
effect on an adjacent snap ring. As a result, while the spindle is not directly related to
the snap ring, there is a second order relationship there that may expose resulting snap
ring changes derived from spindle changes. It is difficult for designers to intuitively
predict changes in the second order form, especially for complex systems which may
have hundreds or thousands of requirements. Rarely was unforeseen propagation
occurring in first order form, rather it was occurring in second order, as seen in the
results from both studies. This introduces an interesting dynamic to propagating
requirements that cannot be recognized by simple designer attentiveness to change;
rather the use of change modelling tools is needed.

The studies performed assisted in determining the important factors to consider
during the propagation of requirements. Both projects were able to identify that
propagation can be predicted through a requirements change modelling tool, in this
study higher order DSMs are created. The limitations with using such a tool are the
high number of potential propagated requirements and lack of distinction between the
propagated requirements. Additionally, the differing studies assisted in determining the
importance of relationship types. Relationship types have an impact on the DSM
created, and as a result, any subsequent higher order DSMs developed.

In both studies, due to the relatively short list of requirements for a mechanical
system, 160 and 214, a third order relationship was deemed inadequate. At the third
order, nearly 95% of all the requirements are related, making it difficult to accurately
predict changes.

A consideration when using such a system is the time and effort required to
maintain the tool. An associate, usually the designer or engineer, at all times must
maintain such a system to ensure all requirements, and their relationships are up to date.
This requires time as requirements are continuously changing and new requirements are
introduced thereby resulting in changes in relationships. However, the cost benefit of using and maintaining a requirements change modelling tool could prove to be financially sound as it may reduce losses resulting from mismanagement of changes. A specific example of this is seen in the initial study where the corporation lost nearly a month of time and thousands of dollars due to their inability to predict requirement change, based on interviews. The president of the corporation stated “this tool could have saved us a $100,000 because of unanticipated changes,” indicating its industrial potential.

This tool is not able to predict how much a change may actually cost, however it leads designers and engineers to taking into considerations requirements otherwise neglected. While the higher order DSM does provide the designer insight as to the change which may occur due to propagation, all affected requirements may not necessarily change. A requirement may be affected by a change to a related requirement; however this does not always merit a subsequent requirement change. The key takeaways of this study are:

(3) A requirement change management tool can be used to propagate requirement change with a high degree of certainty.

(4) The importance of second order propagation within requirements is critical to the success of effectively predicting requirement change.

(5) The recognized importance of requirement relationship types on the ability to propagate requirement change.

(6) The needed ability to weight, rank or narrow the list of propagated requirements into a list of high potential requirements the designer is able to use to assist in analyzing requirement change.
A contribution of this research is revealing how requirements are related through different mediums, in this study subjects and keywords are used. Though recognized as important, no comparison is provided between the two methods as it is out of scope of this paper. It is also important to note that the DSMs created here are intentionally not created by system experts who worked on the design. The aim of this tool is to be robust enough to operate with less experienced engineers and designers, making it usable by anyone. Research has been performed to view comparison between a requirement based DSM and an expert generated DSM and revealed those developed by experts have less relations between requirements, however additional relations do not adversely affect the approach [61]. It is recognized that the selection of keywords may is subjective and its repeatability and reproducibility must be analyzed.

7. Conclusions and future work

The need for a requirements modelling tool is critical in ensuring requirements are maintained and the consequences of requirement changes are properly assessed. This is apparent in the study presented in this paper as two studies were performed which explored the use of a requirements change modelling tool, specifically a higher order DSM, to predict engineering change propagation. It was determined from this study that second order change propagation are most likely to propagate and are difficult to foresee at the time of change. A modelling tool, such as that proposed in this paper, can provide the designer insight as to the requirements which may be affected before approving an engineering change.

In some instances, a requirement change could saturate nearly a quarter of all the remaining requirements through second order relationships, resulting in several false positive requirement change propagation scenarios. Managing dozens of potentially related requirements may not pose great difficulty, but scaling to hundreds or thousands
of requirements quickly becomes too complex to manage without additional filters. A means of narrowing the high potential list of requirements is needed such as the rankings used in the keyword based study, weightings and impact factors. Further work is required in enhancing the tool to be capable of identifying the creation of new requirements, which currently cannot be performed. The addition of a requirement is considered here as a requirement change, as the requirement document does experience change in content.

Relationship weightings must be developed so not all requirements relationships are treated equally. Specifically, future work will be performed with both studies to view how weighing the changes based on their relationship will assist in narrowing the selection of requirements propagated. Weightings can be incorporated pre and post propagation. For instance, a pre-propagation weighting may include a weighting measuring the strength of relationship. A post propagation weighting may include weightings to measure the difference in propagation strength between first, second and third order propagation. A weighting could be applied to computationally calculate the possibility of occurrence through the relationship type, be it first or second order, and quantity of relationships. This will assist in determining the change propagation with a higher degree of certainty and decrease the time needed to evaluate change propagation.

After differentiating between the requirements propagated, the next steps include ranking the propagated requirements to identify high risk requirements. Once weighting have been developed, the requirements highlighted as high potential will be intersected to view if the propagated requirements, which manifested into subsequent ECNs, could be identified. Different methods of relating the requirements to propagations will be implemented until a consistent method is found.
The projects investigated in both studies were completed and the authors retrospectively attempted to predict engineering propagation using the information provided. It is important this research is performed on live studies to ensure it is capable of assessing requirement change and the consequences involved, such as cost and time delay. Nonetheless, a historical analysis is needed to develop the framework for future studies on live projects where this work may be implemented.
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